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G998: Standard Chair. Made entirely of
solid maple hardwoods and steam bent
crown in a cherry finish. Features
recognition plaque on the back of the chair
with your name as provided by Yale
University Human Resources. Some
simple assembly required. Seat width 23";

G999: Boston Rocker Chair. Made entirely
of solid maple hardwoods and steam bent
crown in a cherry finish. Features
recognition plaque on the back of the chair
with your name as provided by Yale
University Human Resources. Some
simple assembly required. Seat width 23";

H22: Namb Bowl. The "Tri-Corner"
alternative metal bowl is great for cold or
warm serving. 3-quarts capacity. The bowl
measures 11" in diameter.

H997: Yale Bowl by Scott Strobel. Each
bowl is hand-turned from the Phelps Gate
Elm tree that grew on the Yale University
campus. Each is unique in size and shape.
Each bowl is initialed & numbered relative
to the total number of bowls produced from
that wood source. A certificate is included.

H998: Yale Bowl by Scott Strobel. Each
bowl is hand-turned from Mory's Sycamore
tree that grew on the Yale University
campus. Each is unique in size and shape.
Each bowl is initialed & numbered relative
to the total number of bowls produced from
that wood source. A certificate is included.

H999: Yale Bowl by Scott Strobel. Each
bowl is hand-turned from the New Haven
Lincoln Oak tree that grew on the Yale
University campus. Each is unique in size
and shape. Each bowl is initialed &
numbered relative to the total number of
bowls produced from that wood source. A

H996: In lieu of selecting a traditional gift,
you may choose to have a tree planted in
your honor on Yale's campus. Trees will be
planted by Yale School of Forestry's Urban
Resources Initiative. Yale groundskeepers
will water and nurture the tree. Tree
plantings are held in the fall and spring.

H428: Adams Golf Men's #3 Left Hand
Regular Flex. The all-new Tight Lies
Hybrid combines industry leading
technologies with the new Ghost Slot
Technology. The combination of years of
hybrid development experience, the nearly
invisible crown slow, the low-profile body,
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H431: Adams Golf Ladies #4-22 Right
Hand Hybrid Flex. The all-new Tight Lies
Hybrid combines industry leading
technologies with the new Ghost Slot
Technology. The combination of years of
hybrid development experience, the nearly
invisible crown slow, the low-profile body,

H437: Krups Moka Brew. Legendary Moka
Brew steam extraction method for the
richest flavor and full-bodied coffee.
Features a 1 liter glass carafe, 850 watts of
power, illuminated on/off switch, stainless
steel heating element and water tank.
Safety latch to hold carafe in place,

H443: Bushnell Binoculars. 7 X 50mm
marine water-proof/fog-proof binoculars
with easy-grip armoring and multi-coated
lens. Includes carrying case and strap.

H448: JBL "Everest" Bluetooth Over-Ear
Headphones. Enjoy comfort, freedom &
the best sound around. Features Bluetooth
4.1; legendary JBL Pro Audio Sound;
sculpted ear cushions that allow for
unprecedented fit and comfort around your
ears; rechargeable battery (25 hours of

H451: Brother Compact Inkjet All-in-One
Printer. Wireless color inkjet printer. Print
from nearly any mobile device over a
wireless network and scan directly to
popular cloud services (requires
connection to account.) Features 2.7" color
touchscreen display, duplex printing and a

H454: Huffy Deluxe Women's Classic
Cruiser. This 26" deluxe bike features
Huffy CruzFit geometry for a better fit.
Features dual density embroidered spring
saddle; dual density grips; larger pedals;
convenient rear rack; front basket and
beverage holder. Some assembly required.

H456: Huffy "Ravine" Men's Mountain
Bike. This 27.5" mountain frame is
precision crafted for durability and comfort.
SRAM shifters; Shimano rear TZ-30
derailleur; Kolo Performance components
include the Kolo suspension fork, A-head
stem, oversized handlebar and alloy

H460: Bulova Heart Shape Pendant &
Watch Box Set. From the "Crystal
Collection" this set features a stainless
steel heart shaped pendant & a ladies
bracelet watch with Swarovski crystal
accents. Watch features a white
mother-of-pearl dial, second hand sweep,
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H462: Cuisinart 9-Cup Food Processor.
Food processor features a wide mouth that
holds whole fruits and vegetables;
stainless steel slicing and shredding discs;
chopping/mixing blade; touchpad fingertip
controls; and a 9-cup work bowl.

H463: Maui Jim "Koki Beach" Sunglasses
for Her. Koki beach is part of the PureAir
Series of styles with the lightest frame and
lens combination. Offers crisp optics of
SuperThin Glass lens and lightweight
comfort for longer wearing conditions. Has
classic rounded frame and distinctive

H473: Altec Lansing Bluetooth Speaker.
Bluetooth interface and NFC technology
lets you stream music from select devices
from up to 50' away. The water/sand/shock
& snow-proof construction offers complete
protection and it floats! Speakerphone with
spoken Caller-ID. Built-in universal

H474: RCA Home Theatre System. The
1000-watts of 5.1 channel Dolby Digital
sound provides you with an amazing home
theater experience. It plays HDMI audio
while passing HDMI video through your
TV. This home theater system is ideal for
Blu-Ray players! Line-in for connection to

H482: Lladro "Day Dreaming at Sea"
Figurine. Porcelain figurine measures:
3.25" X 6.25".

H487: Bulova Men's Watch. Men's
stainless steel bracelet watch with
rectangular shaped blue dial. Curved
mineral crystal, deployment clasp, quartz
movement and water resistant to 30
meters. Case dimensions are 45mm x
35mm and 9.00 thickness.

H488: Hugo Boss Men's Watch.
"Ambassador" men's black leather strap
watch with round black patterned dial.
Roman numeral quarter hour markers,
date display, second hand sweep, mineral
crystal and buckle clasp. Quartz movement
and water resistant to 30 meters. Case

H490: Calphalon Nonstick 10-Piece
Cookware Set. Pots & pans with
convenient fill lines, straining covers &
pour spouts. Made with dual layer nonstick
for extra easy food release & cleanup.
Constructed from durable hard anodized
aluminum for fast & even heating.
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H492: Electrolux Cordless Ergorapido
Bagless Vacuum. 2-in1 cleaning
convenience; combination stick vacuum
and handheld vacuum cleans bare floors,
countertops and upholstery. Pet and
human hair that accumulates on brush roll
is now instantly removed and whisked to

H493: Proscan 28" LED HDTV. Slim 28"
LED HDTV with 720p display resolution.
Features 3 HDMI inputs and i HD
component video input. Can also be used
as a computer monitor. Perfect for any
room, office or kitchen. TV is wall
mountable (wall mount is not included.)

H495: Wilson Men's Right Hand Golf Set.
The Wilson Profile 3-piece set has long
range utility clubs with low center of gravity
for imprinted trajectory and greater
distance. The set includes a driver, fairway
wood and hybrid. Golf umbrella and a 15
ball pack are also included.

H496: Wilson Men's Left Hand Golf Set.
The Wilson Profile 3-piece set has long
range utility clubs with low center of gravity
for imprinted trajectory and greater
distance. The set includes a driver, fairway
wood and hybrid. Golf umbrella and a 15
ball pack are also included.

H497: Wilson Ladies' Right Hand Golf Set.
The Wilson Profile 3-piece set has long
range utility clubs with low center of gravity
for imprinted trajectory and greater
distance. The set includes a driver, fairway
wood and hybrid. Golf umbrella and a 15
ball pack are also included.

H76: Smoky Topaz Earrings. These
stunning earrings in 14kt white gold feature
faceted smoky topaz (10x14mm,
15.00ctw.) drops, and 6 diamond (.05ctw.)
accents. Earrings have a 30mm drop and
have 6.5mm push back posts.

H79: Sapphire and Diamond Ring. 10kt
white gold pear shaped sapphire (.70ctw.)
ring with 4 diamonds (.08ctw.) in a bypass
design. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in
half size increments. Ring measures
20.22mm wide X 23.78mm long.

H84: Amethyst and Diamond Earrings.
14kt white gold pear shaped amethyst
(7x5mm, 1.30ctw.) and two 1mm round
diamond earrings have a 17.5mm drop
with 7mm push back posts.
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H89: Sapphire and Diamond Pendant.
Dazzling 10kt white gold pendant, features
a faceted pear shape sapphire (0.85ct.)
surrounded by diamonds (0.07ctw.),
suspended from an 18" long cable chain.
The pendant is 0.75" long.

H133: Bizmark Women's Bracelet.
Delightful round links form this sleek 14kt
yellow gold bizmark bracelet with lobster
claw clasp, creating a great look with
lasting style. The bracelet is 7" long, 4mm
wide, and 1mm thick.

H175: Susan Blake Bangle. The perfect
every-day women's bracelet that curves
around the wrist in sterling silver with 14kt
yellow gold accents. The hook and eye
closure is complimented by 0.03ctw. of
diamonds. This bracelet is 7" long, 4mm
wide, and 1.5mm thick.

H202: Pandora "I Heart U" Charm
Bracelet. A beautiful sterling silver bracelet
with three of Pandora's most popular silver
charm beads. The bracelet is 7.5" long.

H214: Two Tone Gold Hoop Earrings.
Classic hoops with a two tone twist, these
10kt gold earrings will compliment any
outfit. So versatile, these earrings have a
snap bar closure.

H213: Gold Hoop Earrings. Overlapping
hoop earrings are a fashion essential,
trendy and versatile, with a subtle
sophistication to match any fashion
scenario. These 14kt white gold earrings
have a snap bar closure. The earrings
have a 26mm drop and 8.5mm posts.

H216: Amethyst Ring. This timeless classic
ring contains a 7mm cushion cut fancy
amethyst (1.50ct.) framed by 6 diamonds
(0.008ct.) in 10kt white gold. Available in
ring sizes 4.5 to 10 and in half size
increments.

H215: Blue and White Topaz Ring. A
stunning 8mm cushion blue topaz (2.50ct.)
is highlighted by 6 round white topaz
(.24ctw.) stones in 10kt white gold.
Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 and in half
size increments.
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H224: Bangle Bracelet. A stylish, chic
accessory, this sterling silver vermeil
bracelet with 3 diamond accents (0.09ctw.)
is perfect for everyday. The bracelet is 7"
long and 2.5mm thick.

H223: Semi-Precious Necklace. Like an
artist's palette of colors, this
multi-gemstone necklace (17" long, 1mm
thick) features bright colors of amethyst,
blue topaz, citrine and lemon quartz
(22.0ctw.) in sterling silver. The gems
measure 11.5mm long and 5mm thick.

H287: Seiko Men's Watch. Men's stainless
steel bracelet watch with round black dial.
Date display, second hand sweep, Hardlex
mineral crystal, push-button clasp,
luminous hands and markers. Solar
powered with a 10 month power reserve.
Quartz movement and water resistant to

H290: Pearl Bracelet. Sometimes the most
classic and simple designs are the most
stunning. Beautifully captivating 7mm thick
cultured freshwater pearls are elegantly
strung along this single row bracelet. A
lovely heart shaped clasp with a dangling
key in 14kt yellow gold adds just the right

H288: Blue Sapphire Men's Ring.
Traditional and impressive, this men's star
sapphire and diamond ring showcases five
diamond stones on each side of the center
stone. A statement maker for the stylish
man this ring is in polished and matte
sterling silver. Available in ring sizes 7 to

H289: Pearl Necklace. Embrace the
classic sophistication of pearls and dress
your neck in style with this strand of 9mm
thick cultured freshwater pearls with a 14kt
yellow gold 8mm ball clasp. Necklace is
17" in length.

H325: Aurora Ipsilon Rollerball Pen. An
innovative line with a strong attitude, the
"Ipsilon," with its unmistakably shaped clip,
is a loyal everyday companion dedicated to
those who work hard and study. This
rollerball pen features a rose gold cap and
a quadra pattern resin barrel.

H341: Diesel Men's Mega Chief
Chronograph Watch. This unique Diesel
men's analog quartz chronograph display
watch features a light blue dial, 3 subdials,
a stainless steel case and a lightly textured
brown leather band. Water resistant to 100
meters.
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H348: Poulan Variable Speed Blower/Vac.
This fully handheld blower/vac is powered
by a 25cc 2-cycle gas engine. The 210mph
air speed and 460cfm air volume is perfect
for residential lawn care. Additional
features include 16:1 mulch ratio, reduced
vibration handle and variable speed cruise

H374: Blue Topaz and Diamond Infinity
Necklace. 10kt white gold necklace with
5mm faceted round blue topaz and
diamond accent infinity symbol suspended
from a cable chain. The pendant has a
length of 17.5mm and is 4mm thick.

H392: Frigidaire Digital Convection Toaster
Oven. The toaster oven features 0.5 cu. Ft.
capacity, 6-slice capacity, 6
pre-programmed toast settings and
multiple cooking functions as well as slide
out crumb tray for easy clean-up.

H408: Orvis "Encounter" Rod Outfit. Built
for the hardcore angler, the outfit includes
a large arbor Encounter reel,
weight-forward floating line; backing and
leader. Please allow 2-4 weeks for
delivery.

H419: Black & Decker 12" 20V Lithium
Cordless 3-In-1 Trimmer, Edger and
Mower. 3 tools in 1. Easily converts from
mower to trimmer to edger. Features AFS
automatic feed system ensures continuous
work without bumping and having to stop;
Power Drive Transmission prevents

H420: Rich "Goose" Gossage "HOF 2008"
Signed Baseball. A 9-time All Star,
Gossage finished his career with 310
saves, and a sparkling 2.05 ERA. Rich
Gossage hand-signed this MLB baseball
and inscribed it "HOF 2008." Guaranteed
authentic with a Steiner Sports Certificate
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H402: Zojirushi Home Bakery Mini
Breadmaker. The breadmaker has three
(3) bread textures to choose from; quick
baking cycle prepares bread in under two
hours; and features cake, pasta and jam
settings. Includes manual, recipe booklet
and how-to video. Measures: 9.875"D X
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